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ABSTRACT

   The fiux and energy spectrum have been obtained of cosmic-ray electyomagnetic
component (r-rays) in the energy region l.5 TeV -100 TeV by use of a large-area
(i34.4 m2) emulsion chamber F IV exposed at the top of Mt. Fuji (650 glcni2 atmospheric

depth) fer 317 days. The chamber consisted of a thin part (132 m2) of 6 cascade units

thick (Pb) and a thick part (2.4 m2) of 14 cascade units thick. Tke spectrttm obtained

from the thin part ranges from 15 TeV to 100 TeV. It is consistent with that obtained
with better accuracy from the thick part, wliich covers the energy region 1.5 TeV -20

TeV.
   The spectrum can be expressed by (5.9Å~10"ie!cm2•sec.str)Å~(E/1.5 TeV)"-P with
19at2.0iO.1. The integra} zenith angle distribution of the r-rays is expressed by
con"e with n==!9.0Å}O.1.

   In the thin part, methods haye been introduced wkich enable us to determine the
r-ray energy by observing early stages of sliower development. It is shown that the
methods give the energy of showers within 30 e/. error as compared with one determined

by the usual methods (used for the thick payt) in which the whoie transition of the
skower is employed.
   Comparing the result with other experimental results, breif discussions are given on

tke cross section of cosmic-ray nticleons with air nuclei aRd the sca}ing law of the energy

dlstribution for the multi--particle productioB.

1. Introduction

    Emulsion chamber (EC) with X-ray film is superior to conventional electric
detectors in space resolution (N200 um) and in energy determination of high energy
(>n.1 TeV) electromagnetic particles (hereafter abbreviated as r-rays). Tltese
characteriseics are suitable for the observation of the core of extensive air showers
(EAS) which might reflect directly the natLire of multi--particle productions at very
high energy (;}l)100 TeV) collisions of cosmic-ray nucleons with air nuclei.
    The purpose of the Fuji large-area emulsion chamber projecti) is to st"dy the
core str"cture and the morphoroglcal characteristics of EAS.
    To catch `r-ray family' with energy as high as possible, the charnbers were
constructed at the top of Mt. Fuji and the area was expanded as wide as possible.
The thickness of shower producing material (Pb) was not enough to observe the
development of electromagnetic cascade shower to tlae end. So the shower energy
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must be determined only with the information of the early stage of shower devel-
opment. To aid the scanning and the energy determination of numerous showers in
a large area, industrial X-ray films have been employed. For the energy determina-
tion of a given shower, the optical densities of shower spots registered on X-ray
films at different depths were measured witli the photometer under different slit
sizes. Nuclear emulsion has been employed only for the energy calibration.
   In this paper, we present mainly a res"lt of the Chamber F IV among the
Chambers F I-F VI. As a first step of the experiment, we obtained the fiux, the
energy spectrum and the zenith angle distributiQn of r-rays up to 100 TeV.
   Section 2 gives a short description of the desing of the Chamber F IV and the
method of shower detection. In g3, we present the method of energy determination
and the accuracy. Considering many biases and corrections in the thin part, the
fiux and energy spectrum are obtained in the region 15 TeV-IOO TeV, in g4. They
are compared with those obtained in the thick part in the region 1.5 TeV-20 TeV.
Finally, in Section 5 comparing with other experimental results, some problerns
about the multi-particle produtcion in our energy region are breifiy discussed.

2. DesigR ef chambers and method of detection2)

2-1 Design of the emulsien chambers

   Table 1 shows the list of series of EC's exposed at tlie top of Mt. Fuji (3700
m above sea level and 650 gfcm2 atmospheric depth). The Chamber F IV, of which
result we present in this paper, was exposed for 317 days and consisted of two parts:
one a thin type chamber of large area (6 cascade unit (c,u.) in thickness and l32
m2 in area) and the other a thick type chamber of small area (14 c.u. in thickness
and 2.4 m2 in area).

   The thick part was designed for the energy calibration and the observation of
lower energy r-rays, and it contained the photo-sensitive layers at every 2 c.u.

                    Table1. Exposurelistofchambers

Chamber
Exposure

Sensitivelayers

From To Days

Area

(M2)

Thickness

(C.U.)

Tkickpart

(M2)

FI '68.9.19 '69.8.3 319 1.6 50 E+2N+Ratevery
2c.u.

FII '69.9.22 '70.7.1 282 40.0 4 2N+Rat4c.u.

FIII '70.9.13 i71.7.8 299 144.8 4 IVÅÄR+Fat4c.u. 1.2

FIV '71.8.23 i72.7.5 317 134.4 6 Nat4c.u.,
N"-Rat6c.u. 2.4

FV '72.8.18 '73.7.7 324 132.0 6 N-}-Rat4,6c.u. 2.4

FVI '73.8.3 '74.7.24 356 117.6 8(1O)
N-}-Rat4,6,8,
(10)c.u. 2.4

E: NLiclear emulsion plate (Fuji ET-7B)
R: X-ray film (Sakura Type-RR)

N: X-ray fi!m (Sakura Type-N)
.F: X-ray film (Fuji "rt200)
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from 4 c.u. to 14 c.u. from the top. Each layer was made up of a nuclear emulsion
plate (FUJI ET7B) and three sheets of industrial X-ray films (one SAKURA Type-
RR and two Type-N's). The photo-sensitive layers in the thin part consisted of
only X-ray films (one Type-N at 4 c.u., one Type-N and one Type-RR at 6 c.u.).
   The characteristics of the photo-sensitive neaterials and their development
conditions are shown in Tables 2 and 3.

Table 2. Specifications of the sensitive materials

Type of emulsion EmulsioR thickness

   (Microns)

Type-N
Type-RR
ET-•7B !

i 17.5

15.0

50.0

Grain size ai'ter
 developmeRt
  (Microns)

I

25

 1.6
O. 7

Base thickness

 (Microns)

 185

 185

1600

! Emulsion coated only one side of a base

         Table 3. Development conditions of the sensitiye materials

3-1. FUJ{ ET7B nuclear einulslon plate

Pre-soaking

Development
Stop
Fixing

Washing

Temperature

   (oC)

  20
  20
  20
  20
Natural

Time
(rein.)

10

20

 5
90

180

Chemicals

Tap water

Amidol
Acetic acid

Hypo
Tap water

3-2. SUKURA Type-N, RR X-ray films

DevelopmeRt
Stop
Fixing

Washing

Temperature

   (oC)

  20
  20
  20
Natural

Time
(Miil.)

k   61

Chemicals

KoRidor-X
Acetic acid

Konifix rapid

Tap water

2-2 Detectien of eyents

    In the thick part, we scanned the X-ray fiIms for dark spots caused by r-ray-
initiated cascade showers. Then we looked for the corresponding shower tracks
in the emulsion plates under the microscope. In the thin part, we scanned only
the X-ray films. The detection threshold energy of showers is much higher (10
TeV) than that in the thick part because of lack of emulsion plates and insufficient
thickness of shower producing matei'ials.

2-3 Measurement of the zenith angle

    The zenith angle of a detected shower was determined by measuring the
displacement of the shower spots on the both sides of X-ray films (Type-RR). Then
the angle 0 was obtained by the relation m== tan e==d!a, where a is the effective
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thickness of film base, d is the horizontally projected displacement of the sltower

spots. The horizontal displacement was determined with EIOpam error because
of the extension of shower spots and a is 200 umÅ}5 ptm, so m was determined with-
in absolute error of Å}O.05.

3. Energy determiRation of sheNvers

3-1 Thick part

    In the thick part, the energy of a shower was determined as follows. In every
nuclear emulsion plate, the number of shower electrons witliin a certain radius
from the shower axis was cotmted under the microscope and the transition of the
nurnber with depth (shower curve) was compared with the theoretical shower curves
of given energies (see Fig. i). At the same time the micro-photometry measure-•
ment3) was done for the corresponding dark spots on the X-ray films witk a square
slit of 200pamÅ~200ptm for Type-N, and 30ptmÅ~30ptm for Type-RR. This measure-
ment gave the optical density D defined as D=in-log,,(III,) where I is the intensity
of light transmitted through a spot area on the film and Io is the light intensity
through a general background field.
    From the measurements the D...-E, relatioR was established, where D...

1

100

10

rn=o
R=50"

F4 EI B3 R-b
       E47 Tov
       at=O,2c.u.
      m=O.07

       .. .- -oc --    /cr NOsN    1x   tQ  " sx  tN
                      x

e,1 TeV

1OOTgv

1O TeV

1,O TeV

Fig.

            1               2 4 6 8 IO 12 14 16 cl.8,

1. Theoretical transition curves of the shower electrons and an example of the
  fitting of aR observed shower in the thick part. Theoretical curves are for
  the energies of O.1 TeV, 1.0 TeV, 10 TeV, aRd lOO TeV and for vertical incidence
   (m==tane==O).
   Ordinate is the total number of electron tracks within a circle of radius R=
   5e ptm from the shower axis. The open circles are the measured results of
   the shower, coming with azenith angleof m==tafie== O.07. Abscissa is shifted
  horizontally by At to fit the measurement valties to the tkeoretical ones.
  Dotted line is a best fit curye for the shower transition and the dt is O.2 c.u..
  Thus we obtain the energy 6.7TeV for the shower with the event number

  F4EIB3-F2-b. ' -
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and E, were the maximum optical density of the shower spots and the energy of
the shower determined by the counting method. Figure 2 shows the result: D.., ==
O.14xE,O`esÅ}e•05. 0nce the relation is established, the absolute value of the transi-

tion curve of D's is fixed for each energy and the basic informatln is obtained for
the energy determination in the thin part. Figure 3 shows tke theoretical curves
for the transition of D's and some examples of energy determination of showers
by the photometric method.
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1.0 10 2468 10 12 IL 16 l8            Edi TeV) Depth t(c.u.)
     Fig.2 Fig.3 Relation of energy, E,, obtaiRed by counting method (see Fig. 1) and maximum
 optical density, D., for the showers with m = tan e smaller than O.2.
 Photometric measurementswere doRe with 200 ptmÅ~200 ptm sqtiare slit. The
 open circles are the measured resuits and the soiid line represeRts a best fit
 curve : D., == O. 14 x E,e•85.

 Theoretical transitioR curves of the optical deRsities for the energies of 1 TeV,
 2 TeV, 5 TeV, 10 TeV, 20 TeV, 50 TeV and aOO TeV and for vertical iRcidence,
 and examples ofthe fitting ofthe observed showers in the thick part. Ordinate
 is the opical density oÅí shower spot measured with 200 ptmÅ~200 ptra sqtire slit.
 The open squares and circles are the measured opticai densities of the showers
 with the event numbers F4EIB3-F2-caRd F4EIB6-l9, respectively. Theevent
 F4EIB3-F2-c has rit=:2.l c.u. and m==O.07 and the energy determined by
 couRting methed is 13 TeV. And the event F4EIB6-19 has dt==2.9 c.u. and
 m=TO.15 and the energy is 3 TeV. Dotted lines are tiie best fit curves for each

 showers.

3-2 Thin part

    For the energy determination in tlie thin part, neither the counting method
nor the D...-E, relation are applicable as mentioned earlier (g2-2). Because
the shower curve is a function of the initial electron or photon energy Eo, the dis-
tance from the shower axis r and the depth t, the energy of a sl'iower can in prin-
ciple be determined if we know two different D's of a sltower, such as D's under
different depths measured with the same slit size or D's t}nder different slit sizes.

3esides the energy, we can know the starting point of the shower, which we re-
present by the depth At as measured from the top of the chamber.
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3-2-1 Practical method
    If more information than two D's is available, the accuracy of energy deter-
mination will be increased. Figure 4 shows an examaple of the diagram which has
been employed in the parctical energy determination. In this case, the D's under
4c.u. and 6 c.u. were measured on Type-N and Type-RR with considerably different
slit sizes relevant to their sensitivities. They are denoted by D6(N, 200), D,(N, 200)

and D6(RR, 30), where D,(A, R) means the optical density measured with an R ptm
square slit on Type-A X-ray film under t c.u.. Then, from the relation deterrnined
by D,(RR, 30) vs. D,(N, 200)ID,(N, 200), we obtain the energy and theAt. The
choice of the slit size and the type of films depend on the situation. For exarnple,

in case where another shower iBterferes within a slit area, the photometric meas-
urement with this slit size is meaningless; the smaller size is required, but the meas-

urement on Type-N with the slit size as small as 3e ptmÅ~30ptm is irrelevant because
the size of its silver grains is 5 pam-7 ptrn. Hence, measurements on Type-RR with
different slit sizes are inevitable.

'
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       Fig.4 Fig.5
 Theoretical curves for the relation between the DG(RR, 30) and the D4(N, 200)/
 D6(N, 200) for the vertically iRcident shower (tn=tane==O). (Spacing factor
 is not calibrated. See laten)

 Solid and dotted lines represent the energy of sliowers and the depth of the
 observation point for the showers, respectively. An example of the fittiRg of
 an observed sliower in the thin part is also shown. The open circles a
 measured result of a vertically incjdent shower. The difference between the
 depths obtained by the fitting, 5 c.u., and of the observation point, 6 c.u.,
 giyes the starting point dep{h, At=1 c.u.. And tlie energy is 13 TeV.

 Theoretical curves of tl}e correlation of the optical deRsities and tke slit sizes

 of photometric measurement (Type-RR fiSm) and exampies of the fitting of
 observed showers in the thin part. (SpaciRg faÅëtor is not calibrated. See later.)
 The optical density is defined for the shower with tlie zenith angle m =tane==O.7
 at the 7 c.u. vertical depth. The solid {iRes represent the theoretical curves
 for the shower with energies, 20 TeV, 50 TeY, 100 TeV, 150 TeV and 200 TeV.
 The open circles and squares are the measured optical densities of showers and
 the energies are given by 120 TeV for the shower with eyent number 277 and
 by 30 TeV for the shower with eyent number 197-1.
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3-2-2 Comparision witk ether methods
   The energy of showers was also determined by measuring D's on type-RR
under 6 c.u. with square slits 30ptm, 40ptm, 50ptm, 100ptm, 200ptm and 300pan.
Figure 5 shows calculated curves and exaraples of energy determination. Anotlaer
method for energy determination is to use the knowledge of the starting point and
one D of a given shower. In Table 4, energies of IO showers determined by the
above three methods are listed. There is no systematic•deviation among these.

Table 4. Comparision of shower energies determined by the different methods.
(Spacing factor is not calibrated. See later.)

Event No.Å~
xMethod

No. 197-l

   197-2
   254
   277
   415
   512
   527
   538
   569
   585

'A

E

30 (TeV)

20

70

l30

35

40
I5

70

40

40

B

30

20

70

120

40

40
15

70

30

40

C

E

kl ,gi1 3   1

Method A:
Method B:

Method C:

Relation of D4(N, 200)ID6(N, 2eO) aRd the D6(RR, 3e) (see Fig. 4).
D6(RR, R) with the various slit sizes, R ptrB : 30 ptm, 40 ptm, 50 ptm, 100 ptm
and 200 ptm (see Fig. 5).
D6(N, 300) for the known dt measured by Method A or B.

3-2-3 Accuracy of the method
   For showers observed in the thick part, the energies determined by the
present method can be compared with those determined by the D...-E, relation.
As seen from Fig. 6 they are consistent within 300/. error and no systematic errors
are found.

.,g

l,O

o6e/  .?omp/ i.z  ok   BxOtoo    o"io/   /e .    /

Fig. 6.

               1.0 10 50                         Emax( TeV)

Experimental result for the relation of energy, Em.., obtalned by the relation
Dm..-E, (see Fig. 2) and that, E4.6, by the relation P6(RR, 30)-D4(N, 200)1
D6(?V, 200) (see Fig. 4). The opeR circles are measured ones of the showers
observed in the tlaick part.
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3-2-4 Spacing effect`)

    In EC, the lateral spread of electron shower becomes larger than that of shower
in pure lead. This effect is known as the `spacing effect'.
    In our cliamber, the thin part lacks the emulsion plate which has the thick-
ness 1600pem. The theoretical shower curves (Fig. 1) are for the thick part, so
they must be calibrated for the thin part. The calibration factor of energy for
pure lead chamber is called as `spacing factor', and the factor might be given 1.25
for the thin part and 1.45 for the thick part approximately. Then the ratio O.86
will give the calibration fcator for the thin part, so we should reduce the energy by
about 140/..

    The discussion mentioned above is rather qualitative and a quantitative treat-
ment is now in progress by the method of Monte-Calro simulation and we neglect
the spacing effect in the present paper except for the absolute fiux value.

4. Flux and energy speetrum of 7-rays

4-1 Thick part
    -Energy region from 1.5 TeV to 20 TeV---

41-1-1 The ratio a ef the fiux of 7-rays to the flux of showers induced by nuclear
     active particles (Pb-•jets)

    The showers observed in EC are produced either by r-rays or by nuclear
active particles. In lead, the intensity of r•-rays attenuates as exp(-t)* and that
of Pb-jets as exp(-t130) approximately**. This difference makes it possible to
separate the r-rays and the Pb-jets statistically.
    The true distribution of the starting points of showers produced by particles
with attenuation mean free path Z. is emtlNa(dt/R,). The real starting point distri-

bution would be affected by the fiuctuation of shower development as well as by
errors in the measurement, because the starting points were estimated by the
comparision with the transition curve of the shower theory in which the fiuctuation
is not involved. The probability that a shower with the true starting point t' is
estimated to have a starting point tis found experimentally to be well approximated
by a Gaussian distribution (11Vmaz) exp {-(t-t')212a2} . Then the real distribu-
tion of the starting point t is

            dt S eM-"/X" d2t.' vill.lf. eXP {nd(t-t')212o2}

           .. dt e-t!xae-a212X9Åë(t7o-ola.)

             Ra
                            , where Åë(x)=:vliii.r I"- .. e-'2 12 cly.

    In Fig. 7, we give the results for o2=:3 in the two cases of R.=1 for r-rays,

: * in c.u.

Tke value of the attenuation meaR free patli of nuclear active particiqs in lead was measured
with very thick EC and found to be about 30 c.u.5). A.P. ChubeRko et al.6) also measured the
interactioii cross section of nuÅëlearactive particles with the mean energy 5 TeY by the calorimeter

with lead and reported the cross sectioR of 18iO L110 mb which corresponds to a.==34Å}2 c.u.
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and of R.=30 for Pb-jets. If the a at the top of chamber is known, we can give
the attenuation behavior of the total showers in the chamber. As shown in Fig. 7,
a is 2.0Å}O.5. Tke a was given by 1.79 itO.25 at Mt. Chacaltaya7) (the altitude
5200 m above sea level and the atomospheric depth 540 glcm2).
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O At(c.u.)5 iO i'O Energyo;Opar{icies5EO(Tev)
                     '        '      Fig.7 Fig.8 Expected ct}rves oÅí the differential starting poiRt distribution of sliowers, in case

 that the fiuctuation is giveR by the Gaussian distributioR with o2rr 3 (see text).
 Dotted lines are calculated curves for tke r-rays and for tlie Pb-jets. Solid
 lines are for the total showers in case that the ratio a is l.5 or 2.0 or 2.5.
 The open circles are the measured resuit's in the thick part and oniy the
 statistical errors are considered.
 From the figure, it is found that'the a is given by 2.0:I O.5 and the showers
 which start below the depth 8 c.u. (mostly Pb-jets) are overlooked.

 Integral energy spectrum of the total showers observed in the'thick part.
 The open circles are the measL}red values and only statistical errors are con-
 siderd. Ordinate is the number of observed sliowers and abscissa is the
 energy of shower.

4-1-2 The zeRith angle distribution
    We obtained 846 showers. With respect to energy, no detection loss is ex-
pected above l.5 TeV. The number of showers with the energy above this thresh-
old are 384. Figure 8 shows their energy spectrum.
    The zenith angle distribution of the showers is shown in Fig. 9. It may be a
fuRction of ratio of the atmospheric depth x at an observation point to the attenua-
tion mean free phth X. in the atmosphere. In Fig. 9-1, the dotted curves are the
calculated result for various x!2.'s. Comparison with the data shows that x12, :
7.0Å}l.O. On the other hand the zenith angle distribution is also represented by
cos" e, n=9.0Å}l.O (see Fig. 9-2). At moderate atmospheric depths, an approxi-
mate relation n==2+(xlR.) should hold, the relation is actually satisfied in our
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Fig. 9. Zenith angle distribution for the total showers observed in the thick part.

   9-1. Differential zeRith angle distribution. Dotted line are the expected curves
       for the cases, x/A.=6,7 aRd 8 where x is the atomospheric depth of obser-
       vation point and R. is the atÅíenuation mean free path of riays in the atomos-
       phere (see text). The open circles are the measured results and only the
       statistical errors are considered, Abscissa is in==tane where e is the zenith

       aRg!e.
   9-2. IRtegral zenitli angle distribution. Dotted liRe is given by cos9e. The
       open circles are the measured results and only the statistical errors are
       considered.

experiment. Thus the value of n determined here may be a good estimate.
   Then the value of 2, becornes about 93 g!cm2. The EC constructed of iron
(abbreviated by Fe-EC) were also exposed at Mt. Fuji. The Fe-EC groupS)
reported a value, 95 i 10 g!cm2, in agreement witli the present result.

4-1-3 Flux and energy spectrum
   To obtain the verticla flux and energy spectrum, the next corrections and the
solid angle have been considered.
    Correetion by Pb-jets The fraction K of the Pb-jets to the total showers which
start within t c.u. from the top of EC is given by

          K=. a(1-exp(-t130))
                                '              1+a(1-exp(-t!3e))

where exp(-t) is assumed as far smaller than 1. In the present experiment almost
all of showers were observed which start within the depth t ==8 c.u. (see Fig. 8),
and the ratio a may be put 2.0Å}O.5. Thus we obtain K=O.32Å}O.05, i.e. the con-
tribution of Pb-jets is 320/. of the total showers. Thus the correction factor for
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r-ray fiux, Kp,, is O.68*.

    Effective area Among the incoming particles, some of them fall en a inarginal
zone or a side of one unit of EC (40 cmÅ~ 50 cm) and do not go through the whole
thickness of the EC. As it is impossible to measure the energies of those particles

K
 .ig

O,3

i'6

          t

Fig. 10.

1,O 2.0 3,O

Expected curve of the relation of
tke fraction, K, of the Pb-jets to
the total showers and the ratio,
a, of Pb-jets to r-rays at the top
of the chamber.
Dotted Iines represent the case of
our result, a==2.
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     Fig. 11 Fig. 12 Integrai vertical fiux of r-rays observed in the thick part and the Chamber FI.
 The open circles and the open circles with dots are the measured relults aRd
 the Ietter F4 denotes tke result obtained only by the thick part of the
 Chamber FIV, and the letter F4+Fl denotes those obtained by tlie Chamber
 Fl and the thick part of the Chamber }7IV. Left scaie is for F4 aRd right
 scale for F4-FFI. Errors are statistical only. Solid lines are the power
 spectrum, E-P, with B=2.0.

 Integral vertical S2y flux. (See text and the figure caption of Fig. ID.

* The K depends wearkly on t, for a==2.0 K equals to O.34 foer t== 7 and to O.30 for t=T 9. Figure

 10 shows the a dependence of K. Kr depends weakly also on cr. Thus K is correct within 15%

 error.
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with irregular traversal, they have to be omitted from the statistics. For this-pur-

pose, the marginal zone within O.5 cm from the external edge of each blocks are
eliminated from the statistical preparation. So the effective area is approximately
5% smaller than the real one, and the correction factor of effective area, K,, is equal
to 1.05.

    Solid angle From the integral zenith angle distribution cos't e with n==9.0Å}
1.0, the effective solid angle 2zaln is obtained to be 11(1.43Å}O.16) str.
    Then we obtained the integral vertical fiux of the total r-rays (I) from the flux

of all detected showers (J);I--Kpb•Ks•1.43•J. Figure 11 shows the spectrum.
    If high energy cosmic-ray particles interact with air nuclei near the chamber,
a group of r-rays and nuclear active particles may be observed in the same direc-
tion. These particles are called `family' and its presence in a chamber sometimes
brings about considerable fiuctuation. For this reason, so called S2v spectrum is
used which is constructed as follows: Let the highest energy in a fainily be E,
and the second highest be E2. The S2y spectrum at energy E is made up of all par-
ticles that satisfy E,>E>E2. This means that at E<E,, the family dose not con-
tribute any more to S2v. Single r-ray is assumed to be a special case of a farnily
in which E2 is not observable.
    The fiux of r-rays above 1.5 TeV, Iy (1.5 TeV) is 5.9Å}O.2Å~10-'Olcm2•sec•str
and the corresponding fiux of S27 (Fig. 12), Is2v(1.5 TeV), is 4.1Å}O.3 Å~ 10-iOlcm2•sec•

str. The two spectra are expressed by the simple power, E-B, with the same ex-
ponent B==2.0Å}O.1. The results agree well with the results of the Chamber F I
and the Fe-EC. The Chamber F I gives; Iv(l.5 TeV)==5.6Å}O.4Å~ 10miOlcm2•sec•str,
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Fig. 13. Integral vertical fiux of Pb-jets observed iR the Chamber FI with {hickness
       50 c.u., 1.6 m2 ift area.
       The open circles are the observed results and oRly the statistical errors are
       considered. Solid line sliows the power spectrum, E+P, wjth B==l.8.
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B =: 2.0Å}O. 1, and I.v(l .5 TeV) -- 3.6Å}O.3 Å~ IOm iefcm2 • sec• str, P =: 2.0Å}O. i. The

Fe-EC gives Iv(l.5TeV)=6.eÅ}O.5Å~10-iOlcm2•sec•str and fi ==2.2Å}O.2.
    For Pb-jets, we obtained, in the Chamber F I, a simple power spectrum
(Fig. 13) with the exponent P==1.8Å}O.2 and the flux of lp,(1.5 TeV)==8.2Å}O.5Å~
le-'Olcm2•sec.str which is to be compared with the Fe-EC* result: IF.(l.5 TeV) :
1.0Å}O.IÅ~1e-iOlcm2•sec•str and fi = 1.8Å}O.1.

4--2 Thin part
    -Energy region from l5 TeV to 10e TeV-

4f2-1 Secanning eMcieiacy
    To obtain the spectrum at higher energies, scanning was done in the thin part.
Apart from 7 large families witla total energy (XEv) greater than 200 TeV, 195
showers with energy greater than IO TeV were obtained. In the 7 large families
83 showers with energy greater than 10 TeV were found. Figure l4 presents the
total r-ray spectrum. As shown in the figure, the detection bias is found in the
energy region below IO TeV. Because of the insuthcient material thickness, the
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              Fig. 14 Fig. 15
Fig. I4. Integral energy spectrum for the total skowers observed iR the thin part.
       (Spacing factor is not caiibrated.) The open ciycles are the measured results
       and only the statistical errors are considered. Dotted line shows the power
       spectrum, E-B, with B=:2.0.

Fig. IS. Integral energy spectrum of the showers with positive dt value (see text)
       observed iR the thin part. (SpaciRg factors is not calibrated.) The open
       circles are the measured results and only the statistical errors are considered.
       Dotted iine shows the power spectrum, ErP, with S=:2.0.

* Iron is more eeecieRt tkan lead for the observation of nuclear active particles, because the mean

 free path is abeL}t one third of that of lead,
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development of shower is not so enough that the scanning eMciency is a very serious
problem, while the contribution of Pb-jets is negligible. The following two cor-
rections were considered.
    Correction due to the shower development As shown in Fig. 3, optical densities
of different energies are rather close to each other in early stages of shower develop-

ment so that a number of showers might be overlooked in the thin part irrespective
of energy. In Fig. 15, the integral speetrum of showers with positive dt is shown.
It is expressed by a simple power spectrum, which implies that there is no detection
bias depending on energy.
   In order to estimate the detection probability of the showers in the thin part
we compared the integral distribution of the starting points observed in the thick
part (dotted curve in Fig. 16) with that in the thin part (solid curve in Fig. I6).
The difference in the region ofpositive At is due to the overlooking of early stage
showers in the thin part. Thus we obtain the correction factor K, nm1.4 (==2351165)

independent of shower energy.
    Figure 17 shows a relation of Kt and dt which is calculated by assuming that
all showers that start before the depth dt are detectable. Here the starting fluc-
tuation is not considered. The At is, however, never smaller than l.O, so the
accuracy of K, is within 150/, error.

    Deteetion bias due to the effectiye tkiclcness of the inaterials Figure 18 shows
the energy spectrum of the showers with large valt}e of ni =tan e (greater than O.5

oog•5

 ooi.

    10'g

        235
  -Xt;:ly-<> 165

tK

2,5

2,O

1.5

Fig. 16.

Fig. 17.

-2 o 2 4 6 1•O o.s 1,o l.s 2,O Z5 3,O
            At(c,u,) At(c.u,)
    Fig. 16 Fig. 17
Integral starting point distribution of the showers observed in the thin part.
Tlie open circles are the measured results and solid line is a best fit curve to

the data. Dotted is the expected curve from the data in the thick part.
(See Fig. 7.) The 235 particles are expected but only the 165 particles are
observed. AbsÅëissa is the starting point rit.

Calculated curve of tke dependence on the depth dt, of the correctioR
factor, Kt, due to overlooking of showers in their early stages in the thin part.
Here we assume that all showers which start withiR At c.u. are detectable.
Dotted Ijnes represent the case of our result, Kt T=1.4.
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i.e. zenith acngle e is greater than 26.60) and that of small n7. The spectrum of
the showers with small ni deviates from sirnple power spectrum below 15 TeV. This
is because, for such showers, the effective material thickness is so thin that shower

development is not enough.

4-2-2 Flux, energy spectrum and zenith angle distribution

    The zenith angle of 135 showers with the energy greater than 15 TeV can be
fitted by calculation with a parameter x12.=6.5 or n=:8.5Å}1.5. Then R. is,
obtained as 100Å}20 g/cm2 whick agrees well with the result in the thick part.
Considering the corrections above mentioned, the verticcft1 fiux and the energy
spectrum in the thin partti are obtained by the same manner as in the thick part
ftc nd found to be:

           Iy(> E) an Iv(15 TeV) Å~ (El 1 5) --P ,

               Iv(i5TeV)=5.4Å}O.5Å~10"i2fcm2•sec•str, fi =2DÅ}O,2.

           Is2v(> E) "" Is,y(15 TeV) == Å~ (El 1 5) -B ,

               Js2v(15TeV)=3.0EO.6Å~10-i2fcm2•sec•str, 3==2.05Å}O.20.

* The radiation process in high energy, as is well known, suffers significaRt effect which is called as

 the Landau, Pomerachuk and Migd.al effect9), which causes the reduction of the cross section for

 these processes coinpared with the Bethe-Keitler cross sectioR. Cascade shower tlieory which
 treats this effect exactly has not. yet beeR obtained.

   According to the preliminaly result by one-dimensional Monte Carlo simulationiO), this effect

 makes showev develop more slowiy and as the primary energy increases, the effect oÅí the pene-
 tratioR of cascade shower increases. So, in the thin part, the energy of shower might be over-
 estimated slightly, and tke spectrum might be possibly steeper a little. The exact qtiantitative

 treatrneRt remains to be done in future.
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4-2-3
    As shown in Fig
in the
expressed by
our new method of energy determmation rnentioned in Section
    Summing these, we obtain:

          Iy(> E) == 5.9Å}O.2 Å~ 10-iO(El l .5)-2•eÅ}e•ilcm2 • sec • str ,

          Js72(> E) me"4•1 l O.3 Å~ 1O-iO(Ell.5)-"2•05Å}O-iOlcm2 • sec • str .

X;illi[s

    ID 10 '100 1.0 10 100       Energyof particlesE(TeV) Energyof particlesE(TeV)

              Fig. 19 Fig. 2e
Fig. 19. Integral verticai fiux of the total r-rays.
       The open circles are the measured results of r-rays observed in the thin part
       ancl the circies with dots are those of r-rays observed ifi tke thick part and
       the Chamber FI. Only the statistical errors are considered. Solid line
       show the power spectrum, E "-P, vvith B=2.0. (Spacing factor is calibrated.)

       Integral vertical S2v fiux (see text and figure caption of Fig. 19).

   19 ac nd 20.).

  Comparision of the energy spectra in the two energy regien

        ' '.19 and 20, the energy spectra obtained in the thick part and
 thin part are connected smoothly at about l5 TeV. The spectra are well
       a simple power up to 100 TeV. This suggests also the correctness of

                        ' 3.

5. Discussions

    We now compare our results with those of the
Norikura EC experiments. The results of the respective
    Mt. Chacaitaya (5200 m)9)

Chacaltaya
experlments

EC
are;

and the
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          Iy(>E)==2.5 i:O.1 Å~ le-9(E)m'2•05Å}e•051cm2 • sec• str

    Mt. Norikura (2800 m)2)

          Iv(> E) == 5.0Å}O.6 Å~ 10-9(E)"2•3 ;'O•21cm2 • sec • str

(See also Fig. 21.).

    The value of the exponent in the Mt. Norikura
ferent form the two results. Because of poor statistics,
taken into account with the same weight. We conclude
ponent of r-ray spectrum is nearly constant in a deeper
(where the equilibrium of nuclear active particles and
established) and dees not depend on the energy up to 100

LARGBAREA

(in TeV) ,

(in TeV) ,
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experiment seeras to be dif•-

   the result should not be
  that the value of the ex-
  region of the atmosphere
   r-rays is approximately
    TeV.
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               Fig. 21
     Fig. 21. Comparision of the integrai vertica} flux of total
           The dots are the measured results in the Chacaltaya experiment, the daggers
           are tl3ose in the Norikura experimeRt and the open circles are ours. Solid
           line is the power spectrum, EJ-P, with B==2.0.

     Fg. 22. Integral energy fiow spectrum of the r-ray families observed in the Chambers
           FIII, FIV and FV. (Spacing factor is not ca}ibrated.)
           The open circles are the measured resu{ts and only the statistical errors are
           considered. Solid iine is the power spectrum, E-P, witk fi==1.5.

    Figure 22 shows the energy spectrum of the large families with total energy
greaeer than 100 TeV. It is also represented by a simple power spectrum with
P=:1.5 up to 1000 TeV.
    Two important phenomenological resultsi2)'i3) for multi-particle production
which previously were asserted by cosmic-ray physists, were recently confirmed
with more accuracy by accelerators. They are the rising total cross section of
p-p interactionsi`) (mainly in the inelastic part) and the Feynman scaling for the
inclusive distributioni5).

    Many authorsi6) have discussed about these asymptotic behaviors in cosmic-
ray energy region. From our data, we shall breifiy mention about those. Detailed
discussions will be found in ref. 17.
    Sealing hypothesisig) The hypothesis postulates that the production spectrum
of the secondary particles does not depend on the initial energy E, and the sec-

io2 io3
   ÅíEif (TeV)

   Fig, 22

   r-rays.
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ondary particle energy E, separately, but does only on the energy ratio E,fEo (i.e.
so called Feynmam scaling variable x--2P.!V'Y-g-:tE,!E,) in the asymptotic energy
region. If the ltypothesis is yalid, the exponent of the spectrum of r-rays and that
of Pb-jets sould be same and they are equal to the exponent of the primary cosmic-
ray spectrum. But as shown in g4, the exponents of the Pb-jet spectrum and r-ray
spectrum are given by about 1.8 and 2.0, respectively. The exponent of•the pri-
mary spectrum obtained by EAS experiments is about 1.7 in our energy regioni9).
So we would suggest that the scaling liypothesis probably breaks down in the energy
region above several IO TeV't. Tlte breakdown may be caused, for example, by
the production of giant fireballs, resulting in the decrease of the leading particle i.e.

a strong violation of scaling in tlte fragmentation region2i).

   Rising total cross seetion From the value of Z,, we obtain the absorption
cross section gp-..i, as shown in Appendix 2. Its value is found to be about 330
mb from the altitude valiation of r-ray flux and about 390 mb from the zenith angle
distributioit. They can be compared directly with the value of op-.i,, 32eti 30 mb,

at 19.3 GeV by CERN-PS2Z). There wowld be a possible increase of apum.i, from
19.3 GeV to the energy region above le TeV.
    At the end we report a curio"s feature for very high energy r-rays. We have
four r-rays with energy greater than 50 TeV. Each of these r-rays belongs to
different families. In these families, there are only a few accompaning r-rays with

the energy greater than 10 TeV. Especially, a r-ray with the highest energy (130
TeV) has no accompaning r-rays except only one sevaral TeV r-ray. These
events can not be considered as products of the conventional fireball but are ex-
pected to be those from a.excited baryon or the coherent production. This type
of events will give important information about the nature of the excited baryon.

Appendix1 Effects of the accuracy of energy determination on the
           value of the flux.

absolute

   Systematic error If the measured value of energy, E, is A times the true vaiue,
Eo, the absolute fiux is AB times the true one, where R is the exponent of the spec-

trum. In the presefit experiment we use the optical densities, which may vary under
different expreiment conditions, and should be calibrated by track counting. As
seen from Fig. 2 and Fig. 6, we can see there is no systematic error and therefore
the absolute yalue obtained by the optical density measurement can be directly
compared with thatZ3) obtained by track counting.
    Statistical error Because of the steepness of the energy spectrum, the statisti-
cal error may affect the absolute value of fiux.
    Let the true differential energy spetcrum be I(E,) =IofiEffB(dEolEe). The
statistical error is assumed to be represented by a Gaussian function;

          f(sc)dx :v-S..e-"212if2dx, (Al-l)

* MoRte Calro simulation2e) of the difirusion of r-rays in the atmosphere were done with the
 assumption that the secondary pions are produced by fire balls. According to this simulation,
 the observed energy of r-rays are smailer than the one-tentk of energy at interactions. So
 the r-rays with energy greater tlian 1 TeV are the products of the interactions at energies greater
 than 10 TeV.
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where x===(E,-E)!Eo. Then the measured energy spectrum will be

          dE Ij 6(E-(i -x)Eo)f(xY(E,)dE,dx-=t- [1 +ill2 p(p+i)] i(E)dE .

                                                        (A1-2)

In our experiment, we have aNO.2 and fl==2.0 which entails only 40/, error.

    Appendix 2 The relation between attenuation mean free path and absorption
              cross sectiOn (ap-air)•

    If the collision mean free path of the nucleon is 2N, the relation between 2.
and 2N is given as follows. The diffusion equation of the nucleons in the atmos-
phere may be written as

          aFNa(.E' X) - -fk F.(E, vy) j:fN (op)dn+J!.t Ii i7N (i -Etr , x) {[Xti(rpop) dn ,

                                                        (A2-l)

where FN(E, x) is the flux of nucleons at the depth x, op is the inelasticity coefficient

at the collision of a nucleon with air nucleous and fN(op) is its distribution function.

   This equation can be solved generally by use of the Laplace and the Mellin
transforinations. In case of the power spectrum, the solution is obtained easily.
Putting the function E-(B"'i) exp(-xlR.) into the equation, we obtain

          l;-lilG(i-jg dopf.(op)(i-op)p). (A2-2)

   If the uniform distribution of op is assumed (f.(n)==1)2`), the bracket on the
right hand side becomes iel(,d9+1). For /9 ==2, we obtain R.=:-21-xR,. Thus the

                                                   3
relation between R. and ap-.ir is

          apm.i.(Mb)==2•4Å~ 10`/ZN(g!CM2) == 3.6Å~ 10`11.(glcm2) . (A2-3)

   If the total or inelastic cross section is wanted, the inelasticity distribution of

the corresponding process must be used. We have neglected the diffraction peak
at oprvO, so the above cross section is nearly equal to the absorption corss section.
   Since the experiment was done at the mountaiR altitude, the r-rays and nu-
cleons can be regarded in the equilibrium state. If they have a common value
for their attenuation length, we can obtain ap-.i, from the eq. (A2-3). (Here we
neglect the zÅ}-on contaminations. If we consider this effect correctly, ap-.i, is
given by larger value.) From the zenith angle distribution above 1.5 TeV, ap-.i,
is about 39e mb, and from altitude valiation by comparision with data at Mt. Cha-
caltaya and at Mt. Norikura, opH.i, is about 33e mb.
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